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WHERE DOES PROFITABLE 
GROWTH COME FROM?



SESSION GOALS

01 Define and simplify the concept 
of sales enablement

02 Identify enablement opportunities 
in distribution

03 Share a practical approach to 
an enablement strategy



What challenges are 
distributors facing?



PRESSURES & DISRUPTIVE FORCES

ECOMMERCE 
GIANTS

Bottom-dollar pricing

Near-instant delivery

Easy user interface

Low cost of sales



CHANGING 
BUYER JOURNEY

PRESSURES & DISRUPTIVE FORCES

Increasing buyer leverage

Reactive rather than proactive selling

Only 19% of buyers want to connect with a 
salesperson while researching a product.

60% want to connect only after they have a 
short list and are in the consideration stage.

-HubSpot Research

Self-education



SALES 
DEMOGRAPHIC 
SHIFT

PRESSURES & DISRUPTIVE FORCES

Loss of experience and “tribal knowledge”

Generational differences with incoming work force



Are you feeling these pressures?
Q:



So what is 
sales enablement?



Leave ‘em alone and let them sell!



Leave ‘em alone and 

let them fly



Airlines Consider Everything:
Where to fly?
Who wants to fly there?
How much will they pay?
Who else is flying there?
How efficient is the airport?
Which aircraft should we use?
How often should we fly?



Profitable airlines
fly the right customer
to the right destination
on the right schedule 
at the right price
using the right aircraft
with the right staff.



WHAT IS SALES 
ENABLEMENT?
Ensuring your sales team has the ability to 
have the right value-adding conversations
with the right customer in the right format 
with the right purpose at the right terms
and at the right time.



right conversations
right customer
right format
right purpose
right terms
right time HOW?



TOOLS
Insightful information, resources 
and apps needed to work smarter

SKILLS
Soft skills are critical to performance 
in today’s marketplace



What does sales enablement have 
to do with profitable growth?



What does sales enablement have 
to do with profitable growth?
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What does good look like?
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What does not good look like?
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What does sales enablement have 
to do with profitable growth?

SELL 
MORE

IN
LESS TIME

AT THE 
RIGHT PRICE

PROFITABLE
GROWTH

EFFICIENTLY &
PRODUCTIVELY



What tools and skills 
do your sellers need?



4

Identify referrals to help close 
deals, create contracts in real 
time, generate accurate field 
quotes, know where each quote 
is in the closing process

3
Align the buyer’s needs with 
the your solutions, quantify 
and calculate ROI, persona-
based messaging & content

2
Build interest and momentum, 
get prospects to engage, know 
what works and why, know 
optimal number of touch-
points..

1

Identify total available market, 
prioritize selling effort, target all 

decision influencers, and maintain 
and grow the database?

5Nurture current customers, 
identify at-risk customers, 

white-space analysis to identify 
up-sell and cross-sell 

opportunities

SALES ENABLEMENT 101

WHO TO SELL TO AND WHY

WHEN AND HOW TO ENGAGE

WHY BUY FROM YOU

HOW TO CLOSE

SELL AGAIN & GROW



Brainstorm: What tools 
and skills do your sellers 
need at each level?

WHO TO SELL TO AND WHY

WHEN AND HOW TO ENGAGE

WHY BUY FROM YOU

HOW TO CLOSE

SELL AGAIN & GROW



Discuss: 
What types of tools and skills did you identify?
Any areas with notable gaps?



How does your company 
stack up? INFORMAL FORMAL ADVANCE

D

Spreadsheets CRM
Revenue & 
Renewal 

Management

Word® 

Documents eSignatures CPQ

PowerPoint® 

Slides ROI Calculators
Reference & 

Channel 
Management

Phone & Email 
Cold Calling

Meeting 
Schedulers

AI Email 
Outreach & 

Buyer Portals 

Internet Search Purchased 
Lead Lists

Predictive 
Lead Scoring

WHO TO SELL TO AND WHY

WHEN AND HOW TO ENGAGE

WHY BUY FROM YOU

HOW TO CLOSE

SELL AGAIN & GROW



How can we adopt a sales 
enablement strategy?



Who gets involved in sales enablement?

Sales 
Operations

Marketing

Human
Resources

Executive 
Management

Information 
Technology

Legal

Sales 
Management

Product 
Management

Customer
Support



Where does sales enablement fit?

Marketing
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Where does sales enablement fit?

Marketing Human
Resources

Executive 
Management

Information 
Technology Legal

Sales 
Management

Product 
Management

Customer
Support

Sales 
Operations



Sales tech landscape: Where to start?

Courtesy of VendorNeutral



NAW Sales Enablement Survey

Courtesy of VendorNeutral



Sales Enablement Strategy Action Plan

Courtesy of VendorNeutral

01 Complete NAW Survey online; be objective and realistic

02 Create and analyze your own sales waterfall analysis

03 Assess your own gaps and make a plan for addressing

04 Explore options to address most immediate priorities
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QUESTIONS?
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